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Today’s HeadLines
National Energy Conservation Day observed on December 14
NASA’s Kepler Mission found 8th planet in the Kepler-90 system
Walt Disney buys 21st Century Fox for $52.4 billion

512 year old Greenland shark found in Arctic
SBI Ecowrap report on FRDI bill
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National Energy Conservation Day observed on December14
The

South Delhi Municipal Corporation
(SDMC) was presented the National Energy
Conservation Award by President Ram Nath
Kovind today for its LED replacement
project.
The

LED programme, claimed to be the
largest of its kind in the world, involved
replacement of 2.80 lakh sodium-vapour
lights with energy efficient LEDs, reducing
total connected energy load from 37.50 MW
to 18.31 MW.
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NASA’s Kepler Mission found 8th planet in the Kepler-90 system
NASA announced

it has discovered a new
planet in a far-off solar system. The space
agency live streamed a press conference from
Washington D.C. to announce a new
discovery by its Kepler telescope.
 They

revealed the alien hunting project
found an eighth planet — called Kepler 90i.
It followed years of studying 15,000 stars
every minute of every day, all year round.
The

discovery was made by researchers
using machine learning from Google.
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Walt Disney buys 21st Century Fox for $52.4 billion
The Walt

Disney Company's $52.4 billion
acquisition of 21st Century Fox's film and
entertainment business is its biggest and
most expensive deal so far.
 With this

deal The Walt Disney
Company will inarguably be the most
formidable media conglomerate in the
world.
Disney

will assume $13.7bn in Fox debt
as part of the stock deal,taking the total
value of the transaction to more than
$66bn.
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512 year old Greenland shark found in Arctic
A group

of scientists recently
discovered a shark and has estimated it to
be over 500 years.
But

latest updates claimed the shark
tested was 392 years old contradictory to
earlier claims of it being 512 years old.
According

to reports, the Greenland
shark was found living in the Arctic and
could very well be the oldest living
vertebrate in the world
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512 year old Greenland shark found in Arctic
The

economic research department of State
Bank of India, SBI Ecowrap, cleared the
confusion on the proposed Financial Resolution
and Deposit Insurance (FRDI) Bill.
According

to the SBI Ecowrap report, the
proposed Financial Resolution and Deposit
Insurance (FRDI) Bill seeks to establish a
‘Resolution Corporation’ to monitor financial
firms, and resolve them in case of failure
Data

on Cross Country Deposit insurance
Coverage limit shows that Deposit insurance
coverage in India is one of the lowest at Rs 1 lakh
/ $1508 / 0.9 times India’s per capita income.
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